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MEMORIAL ODE.^
I.

Swiftly glides the falling sand
Through the glass of Time,
Silver cord and golden band
Break in every clime.
as crested billows break.
On the northern strand,

Break

Hotirly,

the echoes wake.

as

In Cathedral

grand.
II.

in

sunny land
Where the willows wave.

Sleeping
Silent

a

hand in hand

mourners

Guard

brother's grave.
with a holy smile,

our

Yielding

To his God's command.
scenes of sin and

Leaving
For

a

guile,

starry land.
III.

By

the southern breezes fanned

Flowers robe his tomb,
Where the
Robs the

glistening planet
night of gloom.

baud

Friend and brother, fare thee well,
In the Spirit land.

May thy joyous
Clear,

anthem swell,
right hand.

at God's

Francis Miles Finch (Beta
I

Written for the

(Xi '45).
printed.
Lane

public

Preserved

'49).

exercises held Aug. 5, 1851, in memory of Joseph Jameson

by Prof.

Aaron White

(Xi '52),

and

now

for the first time
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THE PSI UPSILON FRATERNITY.
years ago, toward the close of

Sixty-two

looking

man was

young

out of

an

a

summer

day,

a

upper window in the South

Just then another student entered and the two
friends fell to talking together of the beauty of the sight, of the
college and college affairs. Presently two other friends joined
them, and their conversation turned upon the societies of the
college and the need there was of a new society. At last, as it
It had already been decided
grew dark, the visitors rose to leave.
that these young men would endeavor to establish a new fraternity.

College

at Union.

The four stood for

a

moment with their hands

"

clasped across.
departed.

Good-night ; thine cordially," said the visitors as they
"Good-night; thine always," responded to each the

who

one

remained.
to tradition, was the origin of our Fraternity.
parting we owe," says the Hon. Clarkson Nott
four-sided rhomboidal badge with its emblem of

Such, according
"

To this casual
' '

Potter,

clasped
that the
for its

the

hands.

It

Society

simple

was

was

and

by these

established.

and their three associates

men

It

was

dignified ceremonial,

to them we

its

feeling

are

indebted

and beautiful

and elevated tone and its prosperous
To the wise and just efforts of those who came after

ritual, its generous kindly

beginning.
them

we

owe

the constant

prosperity

and

steady growth of the

Society."
After

^

series of

preliminary meetings the seven founders
assembled in an attic-room of a stone building then tenanted by
students of Union College, but now used for one of the public
schools of Schenectady, and there on Nov. 24, 1833, they signed
the formal pledge from which dates the organic existence of the
Psi Upsilon.
According to the Rev. Dr. Samuel Goodale, one of
the founders, the ruling motive of the new association was to
secure for its members certain benefits which neither the college
curriculum nor the large literary societies could bestow.
The
a

' '

Order had its birth in social needs."
At first the establishment of the
its

members

taking

time

to

Fraternity was kept secret,
strengthen themselves in their

1 Samuel Goodale, S. G. Hadley, Edward Martindale, and G. W.
Robert Barnard, C. W. Harvey, and M. H. Stewart, of '37.

Tuttle,

of

'36; and
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literary "institute."
James Martindale, an associate founder,
suggested the symbolic initials of which the members are so
proud, and of which the poet Saxe has sung:
Success to Psi Upsilon, beautiful name!
To the eye and the ear it is
pleasant the
Many thanks to old Cadmus, who made

By inventing,

one

day,

those

same.
us

his debtors

capital letters,

Which still from the heart we shall know how to
speak
When we've fairly forgotten the rest of our Greek.

In
some

1838, after

a

branch had been instituted at another

special designation

and the letter "Theta"

said,

of Maunsell

Hobart

College.

of the Parent
was

adopted,

college,

became necessary,
the
upon
suggestion, it is

Chapter

Van

Rensselaer, subsequently president of
At Union the Psi Upsilon has had an illustrious

career, and the initiates of the Theta include

some

of the most

eminent alumni of the

Fraternity.
year 1837 the Society

Early in the
was introduced into the
University of the City of New York, where the late John Taylor
Johnston (the railroad president and distinguished patron of art),
Henry Martyn Scudder (the renowned missionary), and George
W.

Schuyler (afterwards Auditor

were

of the State of New

York),

among the charter members.

In

1839

a

chapter

was

organized

the efforts of that second founder of

in Yale
Psi

College through
Upsilon the devoted

and brilliant "William E.

Robinson, who also assisted in establish
ing
Sigma Chapter at Brown University in 1840, and the
Gamma Chapter at Amherst College in 1841.
Much of the early
life of these branches has been portrayed for us in the speeches
and letters of the surviving founders and charter members.
Chapters were installed at Dartmouth and Columbia in 1 842
and the following year witnessed the extension of the Society
into Bowdoin, Hamilton, and Wesleyan.
Thus Psi Upsilon, upon the completion of its first decade,
found itself possessed of ten active and prosperous charges.
It
had become an extensive fraternity some years before the founda
tion of Delta Kappa Epsilon, of Zeta Psi, of Delta Psi, or of
Theta Delta Chi.
At this time Alpha Delta Phi had eight active
its
branches
at Cincinnati Law School, Brown, New
chapters,
and
Columbia
York,
being extinct. Sigma Phi was represented
the

,
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colleges, Delta Phi in four, while Chi Psi had three chap
ters, and Kappa Alpha two.
Late in the year 1850 the privileges of Psi Upsilon were
bestowed upon a powerful body of students in Harvard College.
The University of Rochester was brought into the fold in 1858,
Kenyon College in i860, the University of Michigan in 1865, the
University of Chicago in 1869, Syracuse University in 1875,
Cornell University in 1876, Trinity College in 1880, and the
Lehigh University in 1884. The University of Pennsylvania and
the University of Minnesota received charters in 1891.
Twenty-one universities and colleges, embracing nearly all
the leading educational institutions in our country, have, there
At Harvard the
fore, been seats of Psi Upsilon chapters.
active
now
is
not
functions, and the chapter
exercising
Fraternity
made
no initiations since the
of
has
in the University
Chicago
closing of the halls of the university in 1886; but all the other
branches are flourishing, and, with one brief interruption at
Union College, have maintained active lives ever since they were
organized.
In ten years the original membership of seven grew to 47 1
This number had increased to 2,114 when the Society celebrated
its quarto-centennial, and to 5,996 at the close of our first half
About 8,100 names are now upon the rolls, but at
century.
least 1 500 members are no longer living.
in five

.

,

Of the 7,600 Psi U.

men

who have left

college

halls there

are

clergymen (including 20 bishops), 2,100 lawyers (including
148 judges, of whom 10 have been chief justices), 590 doctors,
785 teachers (including 31 college presidents and 305 professors
in colleges), 9 governors of States, 4 consuls-general, 8 ministers
to foreign countries, 37 members of the National house of repre
sentatives (including i Speaker of the house), 9 United States
Senators, 2 Solicitors General of the United States, i Attorney
General, i Secretary of the Navy, and i President of the United
1,050

States.

Beginning in the year 1834 annual conventions have been
held by the Fraternity, usually with some one of the chapters in
the order of establishment.
The work of the chapters is supple
mented by clubs or associations of alumni which have been formed

THE PSI UPSILON
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York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Buffalo, Washing

ton, Detroit, Rochester, and other cities.
A

special

literature

histories, addresses,

consisting

of

catalogues, song-books,

poems, accounts of

reunions, and miscellan
eous papers, has been built
the
Society. The song-book
up by
issued by Psi Upsilon in 1849 was the earliest print of its kind.
Our catalogue of 1879 has been the pattern for similar works of
other societies.
Ours was the first of the Greek-letter organiza
tions to have

an

account

of its

origin, growth,

characteristics put into book form.
The Beta Chapter was the first of

our

and external

branches to

provide

for

itself a permanent home.
During the twenty-five years that have
the
since
first
was laid, thirteen other build
corner-stone
passed
have been erected.

ings

(Syracuse)

will

probably
chapters

very few of the

The Delta

and the Pi

build
will

It is estimated that the

own.

(New York)

during the present year, so that
long remain without roofs of their
average value of our lodges exceeds

$15,000.
chapter-house system is the
college and fraternity memora
bilia.
Still more important is the development in the members
of a sense of responsibility.
By building a homestead a chapter
gives to the college a pledge of good conduct, and to the Fra
ternity an assurance of continued usefulness.
One of the

good

results of the

accumulation of libraries and of

our chapters, the number and
prestige of the Society are such

The location and strength of
character of
that if
Order
more

our

judicious
we

alumni,

and the

measures

are

taken for the advancement of the

shall doubtless retain the

than half

a

century ago.

precedence

which

we

gained

THE PSI UPSILON REVIEW.
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PSI U. BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS.
Charles T. Catlin
to

at

the delta brethren

their

banquet

(Beta '56)

Brothers, gladly would
auditor, and quaff the wit.

Dear Delta

A silent
The

sparkling story

new york

in

I

city,

sit,

and the flow of soul

captive with their sweet control;
Content, to-night, a Thinking Part" to play.
Assist in purely an objective way.
Enjoy the wisdom that good Brother Bayliss
So eloquently points cum grano salts:

That charm

us

"

(" Coom grarno sarlees
But

Tommy

Thacher

"

some

taught

And when I tell the truth
The old Yale

style

is

on

rhyme

of you would say,

the other way.
Brother B.
and reason, See ?

)

Delta

by adoption, would not fail
homage here to gracious Mother Yale,
Beneath whose elms the happy lot was mine
To pass the portals to our mystic Shrine,
And so, you see, I'm in a funny fix,
Boys, it's a sort of Beta Delta mix:
I,

In

�

One half my heart promotes your revels here.
The other dreams on yonder Campus dear!

What then ?

Confess Psi

Upsilon

Alike to Violet and to Alma
I took my Beta

on

means

true

Blue,

my way to you.

I could be

happy here to keep my chair
'
my
fragrant," while the tuneful air
Is filled with music's reminiscent strain

And

'

puff

Dissolving Time to make me Boy again ;
Nay, nothing better, seems to me, I'd like
Than just to linger near Professor Ike,
The while with epigram and story keen
He scatters sparks electric o'er the scene,
With glowing tongue proclaims proud honors
Prophetic points to glories coming on.
Alternate plays with pathos and with mirth

won.

And vindicates Psi U. for all she's worth.
But here's the
I

never

I

won't,

yet
so

Summons,

went back

help

For what the

me

man

"

on

�

what

old Psi

Delta !

am

I to do?

U.,

Well here goes
"
footlights knows.

behind the

may

22,

1894..

PSI U.

BEHIND THE FOOTLIGHTS.

He knows how
In the

relished

our

Berkeley Lyceum

one

we

"Study
night

in Brass

"

When Mains made

a hit for his
'92 Class
captured the audience quite.
There was Moore '91, and his Part was well done,

And

"

"

Jessie

Baker

was

pretty and neat.

But who will declare there

was

aught

to compare

With Willie's preposterous feet ?
Fred. Adams
I

managed

good as "Young Barkins" the Dude,
pull "Plumper" through,
it went frantic whenever gigantic

was

to

But the House

Those terrible feet
The

were

in view.

Play it was costumed with skill and
Boys kept their Lines very well,

with taste.

The

The action

smooth, there was no nervous haste,
compels me to tellWiggins the maiden with grief heavy laden
was

But candor
When

"

"

"

"

Fell faint in my arms dead away,
they flew out and the House gave
That crowned the success of the Play!

Those feet

Behind the
Of

"

record

footlight

Meg's

Diversion

"

comes

done in

"

one

to view

Ninety-two."

The pretty Drama many will recall,
"
How well they played, the Coach "
I
"

was proud
Thespian friends to-night,
Ashley Merton in perplexing plight,

seem

Sir

to

see

these

"

the fence.
Perry Pentz ;
Mains in the Role of Farmer "Jerry Crow,''
My, but he made the quaint old chap a go!
The pompous
Eytem," Mason filled the bill.

Twixt maid and widow
And don't

forget,

ever on

Sir Ash.

was

"

Brown's

"

Lover-Roland," I

can see

him

still,

"

Jasper Pidgeon," well his work, you see,
I'd rather leave to you, I think, than me.

And
The

Ladies, too,

happy to recall
they charmed us all,
Cornelia" proud,
and

thrice

Psi U. remembers how
The

witching

Fair fickle

"

Widow

Meg"
all,

Here's to them

Dwell in

our

�

"

who vowed and

disavowed,

their service kind shall

grateful hearts, inspire

our

long

song!

"

footlights glimmer on Nirvana," too,
Conspicuous there shone out our loved Psi U.
The

remember, nay, I'm sure that Pentz
"
of Boston was immense.
Bellona Brown

If I
"

shout;

of all!

11
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"

Psi U. behind the

footlights

"

?

Yes she's

there,

She'll hold her own, I reckon, anywhere,
Keep a high standard, Brothers of Psi U.
I who have "been there

"

simply

Count

in structure,

On

nor

Highest best
Clap-trap Plays

time

nor

say to you

plot or taste,
money waste.

Let what you act be clean as well as bright,
Take care, by all means, that you cast it right.
Give no man Parts because he wants to play,
"

Try

Then

if he

"

can

is

sure

the wiser way;

your fiest.
honest Audience for the rest.

study, study, work, rehearse,

And trust

an

WESTERN EXTENSION.
The term which forms the title of

this article

was

first

but it has been

recently
employed by a society of Southern origin,
and unfortunately used with reference to some imagined move
ment for the general establishment of new chapters of Psi Upsilon
in that

part of

our

common

country which lies between New

Historic truth and the interests of the

York and the Pacific.

this

Fraternity require that

subject should

receive

careful

examination.

chapters had been organized, a
suddenly discovered that the
some
This was
said too large.
Fraternity was large enough,
contrary to what had been held by the founders, by their imme
diate successors, and by the ablest and the most active members ;
but as changes had been made in our organic law it was possible
Thus difficulty
for a few to do great harm to the common cause.
in
Psi
the
for
was experienced
Upsilon
legitimate and early
gaining
extension planned for it by the men to whom it had owed all of
its earlier growth.
Excellent opportunities to enter Williams
were
Unanimous consent was not secured
College
neglected
for a chapter at Harvard until that chapter had been some time in
actual operation.
Many Psi U. men have been unable to see why
it would not have been well to have organized a branch in the
Fifty

years ago,

small minority of

after ten

members

our

'

.

I And when, many years afterwards, it was proposed to
put a chapter in that
college, the objection was made that the societies existing there were too strong ; not
withstanding which the chapter of another fraternity started by our petitioners has

thrived.

WESTERN EXTENSION.

University

allowing

of

Zeta

Pennsylvania forty-five
Psi, Delta Phi, Delta Psi,

years

and Phi

13

ago,

instead

of

Kappa Sigma to
Certainly the

absorb all the desirable alumni of that institution.

Tau,

excellent

as

its brief record has

been,

would be stronger if it

had alumni in every class from 1850 down to 1888.
It is unfor
tunately true that nearly every chapter chartered by Psi Upsilon
since 1843 was delayed to its great detriment by the opposition of
a small part of the Society.
Thus ten years were lost at Michi
gan, depriving the Phi of nearly one hundred alumni whose
After Cornell had been
assistance would now be very valuable.

kept out for six years against the wishes of most of the chapters
actually became necessary to resort to measures somewhat
revolutionary in character before the requisite unanimity was
Not in a single instance was the delay beneficial; and
secured.
in some cases where it compelled new chapters to contend against
Our
old, established societies, it was exceedingly injurious.
earlier chapters became strong partly because the best men in
their colleges had not previously been taken by other societies
(for, as a rule, we entered either first or second), and also because

it

they

were

built up before rivals came.
suggested that there were

It has been

corresponding

benefits

of a negative character ; that if good colleges were voted down
until we were unable to enter as pioneers, poor colleges were
rejected for all time. This imphes that most of our chapters have
while a few have been the select guardians of our
been

careless,

Ineligible colleges have been
rejected not merely by one chapter but by an overwhelming
majority. Our Society was taught at a very early day by Old
Bill Taylor" and William E. Robinson what colleges to avoid,
and the fact that our roll is comparatively free from mistakes is
Those who have
due to the aggregate good sense of the Society.
the
attended many conventions know how general has been
the support of one or
opposition to undesirable petitions, and that
is complimentary
two votes sometimes given to a weak college
and were any
merely. All of our chapters are "conservative ;
for conservatism it could
particular branch to claim special credit
the exclusion
when pressed show nothing accomplished except
much
be
would
stronger had
that
for a term of years of chapters
circle.

The facts

are

otherwise.

"

"

they

been admitted in the first instance.

THE PSI UPSILON REVIEW.
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Upsilon granted a charter to students in Kenyon,
one
an Ohio college, an institution quite like Hobart and Trinity,
alumni.
eminent
and
many
which has had a good class of students
In 1865, after years of petitioning, the University of Michigan
Four years later, the University of
on the roll.
was placed
at
the
not
was
added,
request of the other Western chap
Chicago
earnest entreaties of alumni of
the
with
ters but in compliance
In i860 Psi

Eastern colleges residing in Chicago.

Thus,

more

than

a

quarter

fashioned for Psi

UpsUon.
century ago,
In 1 89 1, after ten years which should have been employed in
building up a Psi U. chapter had been spent in petitioning, after
rival societies which should have been anticipated by us had
established themselves, a charter was granted to students in the
of

a

a

University of

Western

wing

was

Minnesota.

thirty-five years only four chapters, in the
last twenty-five years only one chapter, came into the Fraternity
Petitions by the score were rejected by the
from the West.
But
Western Chapters without having reached the Convention.
for a Western chapter a large university in Illinois would now be
To the responsible alumni of Michigan and Kenyon,
on our roll.
to the undergraduates, wide extension seemed
as
as
well
Yet all agreed that the
both impracticable and undesirable.
three North-western State Universities of Michigan, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota should be secured.
This, with Kenyon, and with
the chapter at Chicago revived, would give five branches reason
ably well connected and favorably located. Surely this was a
Michigan and Kenyon
moderate, a judicious programme.
already had chapters. A revival in Chicago was thought certain
to take place in due time.
Minnesota, as we know, was finally
the
there was very much to be
while
and
delay
chartered,
a great future and is certain to succeed.
has
the
chapter
regretted,
Then, two years ago, came an unexpected and unusually favor
able opportunity to establish the Fraternity in the University of
A local society representing the most desirable
Wisconsin.
elements of a previous organization of many years' standing,
The university is beautifully and advan
asked to be admitted.
has
fine buildings, ample funds, and a very
tageously situated,
As to the character of the petitioners and the
large attendance.
of the movement, they have been testified to
advantages
general
Observe that in

AS OTHERS SEE US.
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many brothers whose

credibility and good judgment cannot
doubted; not merely by members of the Western chapters
but by alumni of Yale, Dartmouth, Bowdoin,
Trinity, and Penn
It is perhaps unnecessary to
sylvania.
say that the project
received among the chapters and the members an enthusiastic
support such as has been given to very few applications of the
be

kind.

This article, however, has been written not so much to urge
the admission of any particular college as to show that delays
are unfortunate, and that neither Western
chapters nor Western
members
sion."

' '

have been advocates of any considerable
exten
Both of the branches in the States adjoining Wisconsin
are or

pledged themselves to
new charters, and there
was

oppose all other applications for entirely
is no reason for thinking that their pledge

not sincere.

It is

now

too late to discuss the

should not have confined itself

question

whether the

Society

York and New

England.

As well consider whether the Parent Chapter should

not have

remained

a

local

organization.

to New

The three

chapters beyond

New

exist, and always will exist. It is for the interest of all
If there were
the others that they be made as strong as possible.
York

any serious

reason

to suppose that the admission of
' '

one

more

' '

extension
wide
something might be said
enlargement ; but there is not. And surely it were
better for the Fraternity to have twenty instead of nineteen
active chapters than for an anomalous alliance to be formed
between certain chapters and a neighboring society.

chapter
against

meant

any

AS OTHERS SEE US.
I.

Upsilon had been imparted the gift
for which "Bobbie" Burns longed, they would all be squinteyed ; people look at us from view-points so different. While Psi
If to the members of Psi

have little of that self-consciousness which renders many
anxious to know "how we are regarded
Americans so
U.

men

absurdly

abroad,"

yet

there

may

be

something

of

interest�possibly

THE PSI UPSILON REVIEW.
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something usefully suggestive
alleged photographs of ourselves

�

in the

collection of

following

:

"A year later than the foundation of Alpha Delta Phi,"
says The Delta Kappa Epsilon Quarterly for October, 1883, "Psi
Upsilon came into existence, and gave it to be understood that it

adopted the methods of a Greek fraternity for the purpose of
associating together students who were more noble than their
fellows, to the mutual intensification of the good qualities of each.
There is a weird potency in phrases, and probably without
hypocrisy, the Alpha Delta Phi considered himself the ideal
scholar, the Psi U. posed as the college aristocrat, the D. K. E.
laughed at the pretensions of both, and prided himself on stand
ing ahead in performance ; which self- estimates were mutually
recognized and partially concurred in by the appellations 'dig,'
'prig,' and 'miscellany,' with which each respectively was hon
ored by its rivals."
The Psi Upsilon Fraternity
we learn from a very pretty
little book entitled History of Omega Chapter (of Sigma Chi at
Northwestern University), "is justly regarded as one of the
had

'

'

' '

'

It is noted for its conservatism

foremost in the United States.
and for the
marked

ability displayed

the

work of the

There

order.
located
and is

'

in certain directions which

executive council and

has

inspired

the

only about sixteen chapters, and these are
principally in the best colleges. Its membership is large,
are

principally composed of men of high
The Psi Upsilon fraternity is,

tinction.

.

conservative

.

�

.

conservative to the extent of

Like all aristocracies, wealth is the

sum

culture
as

and dis

has been

being

said,

aristocratic.

and substance of its

existence"
"

Psi

"

Upsilon, declared The Beta Theta Pi for October, 1893,
cares not for friendship nor for literary
excellence, but longs for
those possessing a record of distinguished ancestors.
It is not
' '

who you are, but from whom you have sprung, that answers the
question that opens the heart of Psi Upsilon. Possibly Americans

have been too careless in this matter of ancestral
Psi

is

glory,

and the

Upsilon fraternity
doing great work in digging about the
roots of the American genealogical trees and shaking off occasion
a

ally a plum into the Psi Upsilon basket. In this way a pleasant
body of gentlemen could be associated together if genealogical

AS OTHERS SEK US.
trees did not have the

same

peculiarity
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that actual trees have

in bearing wormy fruit.
It often happens that the
older the tree the greater the liability that the fruit be
small,
twisted, sour and incapable of .use. If
fathers had
some seasons

good

sons

of

and

good uncles good nephews,

then

a

good

perusal of the

names

old Psi U.'s would be an index to the character of
fellows of the later generation.
If a student's heart is
in
the
of
his
wrapped up
history
family, and he lives in the glories
of the past rather than the future, let him by all means become a

conspicuous

the

PsiU."
The Psi

'

'

Upsilon
according to an anonymous writer in
The Wisco7isin Evening Journal of April 17,1 893, "is one of the best
known college societies, and is famous for its studious character.
It is known as the dig fraternity, on account of the quiet, studious
character of its membership.
Although its members are chosen
for scholarship instead of wealth, the large size of the chapters,
averaging from forty to fifty each, has enabled it to build chapter
houses at many places where it is represented.
It is noted for the
number
of
missionaries
to
large
clergymen,
foreign lands, school
teachers and college professors among its alumni.
On the 24th and 25 th of February last
says The Delta
Kappa Epsilon Quarterly iox April, 1887, "at the City of New
York, Psi Upsilon most successfully held her annual convention.
The gathering was noteworthy in more senses than one.
At
Dutch Albany, in 1883, had been celebrated the founding of the
Fraternity at Dutchier Schenectady in 1833. On this later occa
sion, at Cosmopolitan Gotham, was noted the completion of a
half-century's career by the first chapter instituted by the parent
at Union.
Successful as was the earlier gathering, it has been so
eclipsed by the glories of the latter that the Psi Upsilon historian,
looking back, will remember rather than see behind the blaze
that meets his eye an older camp-fire that, when it was built, was
thought very warm and bright.. More than this, the occasion, as
has been the case with more than one Psi Upsilon achievement,
was an event in Greek scarcely less than in Psi Upsilon annals.
The literary exercises and reception were the most numerously
attended, and the banquet at the close was the most elaborate
The semi
and extensive ever given by a Greek-letter Society.
centennial symposium of Alpha Delta Phi remains yet unrivalled
'

'

' '

' '

' '
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there

has been

gathered
so jolly,
and
and so representative of the character, extent,
history of a
fraternity as that which D. K. E.'s XLTH Convention brought
together at Washington; but in its own way and a most distin
guished and creditable way at that Psi Upsilon's banquet now
The gathering was in every sense representative of the
leads.
strength and vigor and steady enthusiasm stirring clear down in
To the Greek
the hearts of Psi Upsilon's grand membership.
most
of
all
is
the
demonstration
world, however,
just
important
made of the catholic spirit of Psi Upsilon.
Not to mention
in the total of its
elsewhere

a

literary features

Greek company at

;

once so

never

distinguished

and

�

�

lesser, but collectively famous, feats in the same direction, the
swallowing of the six Beta Beta bishops had shown the vigor and
taste with which she directs her

istic

of

what has

become the

the

propaganda. But, as character
distinguishing feature of Psi

literary exercises of her last convention were even
They were presided over by a distinguished gentle
man who, throughout his entire
college course and for years
afterwards was a prominent (and we are confident a loyal) Beta
Theta Pi.
The orator of the evening was one whose compan
ionable traits had adorned equally Sigma Phi and Psi Upsilon,
while the poem was read by a clergyman who was a mainstay
of his Chi Phi Chapter during his undergraduate course and
but shortly since, as a graduate, a grand ofl&cer of that fraternity.
To those acquainted with her history and methods the attitude of
Psi Upsilon toward the so-called pan-hellenic movement has been
as puzzling as offensive.
Jumping at hasty conclusions, they
have stigmatized her as narrow, purblind, and bigoted.
She,
meanwhile, has patiently endured their contumely and steadily
developed her own policy, which, forcing her to oppose what is
now seen to be a rival
movement, has at last made of Psi Upsilon
the great pan-hellenic fraternity."
According to the The Delta Upsilon Quarterly for July, 1884,
"Some (secret societies) are so wrapped in the contemplation of
their own holiness and perfection as to refuse contact with the
unregenerate. Unregenerate means, of course, every one not a
member of the fraternity in question.
There is fortunately but
one order ranging itself under this
head; that is the esteemed
Upsilon,

more

ideal.

brotherhood of Psi U.

' '

THE SUSPENDED CHAPTERS.
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crowning glory of Psi U.," according
October, 1884, "is the frequent attachment
cause they espoused in
college days, and the

of its members

"The
Chi for
to the

to The

Sigma

love for which
in after years, when, crowned with life's
honors, they
worship again at the shrine of their youthful devotion. To us,
as well as to Psi
Upsilon belongs the pride in these testimonials ^

lives

on

of the leaders of
claim to be
I

thought and of men
insignificant riiember."

no

to the

system of which

we

Collected in The Psi Upsilon Epitome.

THE SUSPENDED CHAPTERS.

Every loyal member cannot but wish to see the revival of the
Alpha and the Omega, our inactive chapters. Few of us realize
how much of our present strength as a Society is due to the fact
that during the formative period of college fraternities Psi Upsilon
For
was the only order all the branches of which were living.
the
from
until
when
twenty-four years
1857,
Alpha at
1833
�

Harvard first discontinued its active functions

�

every

one

of

our

flourishing existence. And for a few years,
chapters
while the Alpha again lived, from May, 1870, until November,
1872, our Fraternity once more enjoyed the unique distinction of
having no dead branches. Since 1886, when the Omega Chapter,
owing to the closing of the doors of the University of Chicago,
ceased to initiate men, we have had two branches in suspension,
a state of things unprecedented with us except during Theta' s
brief inactivity (1863-1865).
Most men lucky enough to be sought by two or more socie
maintained

a

ties, choose that which

seems

to them the

of

strongest.

An unbroken

and

strength
prosperity as
striking proof
because
lived
Our chapters have
they have
can be conceived.
flourished; and our Fraternity has flourished because all or nearly
Other things may be matter of
all of its chapters have lived.
tastes
may differ; but the actual fact
opinion ; about other points
the significance of that fact
can
of survival cannot be disputed nor
roll of

chapters

is

as

a

be denied.
A roll of

the reach of

chapters unmarked by the fatal star is not within
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Phi,
any other fraternity.

�
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Phi, Alpha Delta Phi, Chi Psi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Zeta
Psi, Delta Psi, and Theta Delta Chi, have had branches in colleges
that no longer exist, or in colleges from which secret societies are
absolutely interdicted; while nothing but our own inactivity
Delta

prevents the complete restoration of our list.
is concerned, neither the cause which led
1857,

nor

the

cause

which led to the

So far
to the

suspension

as our Alpha
suspension of

of

For many years the Sophomore club called
force now.
a reminiscence of the old D. K. E. chapter, held the

1872, is in
Dickey,
keys to the
'

'

' '

Hasty Pudding Club, and so long as our Society regarded the
"Dickey" men as real D. K. E.'s which they were not a
�

�

Alpha without ignoring the far-famed
"Pudding" was impracticable. But Alpha Delta Phi in 1879,
and some years later Zeta Psi and Delta Phi, revived their chap
Thus we allowed
ters by initiating past members of the Dickey.
rivals to return, while our Alpha, once the leader at Harvard,
formerly our strongest chapter, and the source whence we derived
re-establishment of the

some

of

our

best men, remained dormant.

K. E. cancelled the charter which had

the Harvard

Dickej^;
"Dekes," and

name
secure

some

Pudding

men

so

Three years ago D.

nominally been

the members of the latter

there is
for the

no

obstacle in

Alpha's

our

are

not

way.

re-establishment.

held

by

even

We

in

can

Doubtless

will say that the members of a revived chapter at Harvard
sufficiently with fraternity zeal. Probably

would not be imbued

they would not
yell themselves

wear

badges

on

hoarse at Convention

refined and cultured
the influence of

their

our

the

of their coats, or
but they would be

lapels

Dinners;
gentlemen, whose influence would be felt
Beta graduates is felt, in the leading cities

as

of

the country.
Few realize how much the men of the first and of
the second Alpha have done for the Society.
Members like Pro

fessors

Agassiz, and White, like
Virginia, and Mayor Sprague
of Hartford, cannot but elevate and strengthen any organization
to which they belong.
Many of the Alpha men, such as the late
Dr. Dunster at Michigan University and Professor Horatio S.
White at Cornell, have been very helpful to chapters organized
after the Alpha itself became inactive.
If comparisons were
admissible it might be shown that our Harvard graduates are as
zealous as some of their brothers from other colleges.
At any
Goodwin,

Bishop Perry,

Gurney, Peirce,

like General Lee of

A LETTER FROM A FOUNDER.
rate it is
our

old

lamentable that other Greek-letter societies

place

21
are

taking

at Harvard.

As to the
cago

never

Omega. All agree that the old University of Chi
had the endowment desirable for a seat of Psi
Upsilon.

Neither of the older Western branches

Omega instituted.

was

anxious to have the

If the

University had had the money that
some of the Northwestern State Universities
have, it would have
and
with
it
the
prospered,
Omega. Handicapped as the chapter
was

it

produced

such

the lamented President

quently

men

as

Professor Charles R. Henderson,

and Professor Louis Dyer (subse
of Harvard and Oxford), scholars and gentlemen of whom

Olson,

any Psi U. branch

might be proud. But the University was
swept away by debt, and with it went the Omega. Again the
University lives Heavily endowed, with a very able Faculty
and many students, it is a good site for the Society; yet the
Omega remains inactive. Contrast our present indifference with
the vigorous and successful effort to revive the Theta thirty years
ago. Recall how the flickering flame on Delta's altar was guarded
when it seemed as though there would not long be students in
the University.
Think of the repeated attempts made by the
Sigma men to resuscitate the Alpha. If the students who ask to
be entrusted with the old charter are not eligible others should
be secured ; and it should be made the business of some one to
secure them.
If it is true that there are not any desirable men

Upsilon in an- institution which has more than 400 academic
students, we should know it ; and if, there being such men, we
cannot obtain them, we should learn why.
for Psi

A LETTER FROM A FOUNDER.

of The Psi Upsilon Review:
It has for a long time seemed to me that we as a Fraternity
were losing grand opportunities, and falling behind the spirit of
the age.
Other fraternities not more prominent than ours have
their various publications of a general character, which not only
interest the members of the individual chapters but also the entire
community where the chapters are located. We seem to have
been contented for some years past to let Psi U. light shine under
To the Editor

a

bushel.
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I

am

heartily glad

some one

apparent indifference in regard

has the courage to

to

Our several

challenge our
general publication.
be very prosperous and popular
I liave had the plea
located.
a

chapters seem to
community where they are
sure of visiting several of them within the last year or two, viz.
at Rochester, Schenectady, New Haven, Middletown, and Hart
ford.
Certainly it is very gratifying to find the chapters of Psi U.
spoken well of, not only by the professors and presidents of the
colleges, but also outside of the college company. Is there not
danger lest as we become prosperous and enjoy all the comforts
of our splendid chapter houses and halls, we become so isolated
and individualized, if I may use these expressions, as to lose, in a
degree, that spirit of fraternity which binds all chapters as well
as graduates in one
great Brotherhood ?
It is true that our General Convention, meeting annually, is
one bond of union, so far as
under-graduates are concerned, but
we must also look to the interests of our brothers who long
ago
left college halls and surroundings.
There are hundreds of these
scattered all over the country, and in almost every important
in the

,

town and

We cannot draw them to

city.

our

General Conven

tion held usually at the worst season of the year possible to insure
Should our friends desire to know
any outside attendance.
of the

prosperity of Psi U. they cannot come from
California or Florida, or Southern Texas
I have found our
brothers in all the principal cities in those States but we ought
to be able to go to them, tell them what we are doing, and try
something

�

�

to revive their old
sons

may

come

to

and that the young
can confer.
I do

love, for

our

we

Northern

men

need their influence that their

colleges where we have chapters,
advantages Psi Upsilon

may have all the

hope the magazine
Family.

will command the attention of the

whole Psi U.

SamueIv Goodai^b

(Theta '36).

EDITORIALS.
The Psi Upsilon Review is

an

ties of certain associations of alumni.

of the necessi

outgrowth
It is not

an

official

pub

lication except so far as it represents those associations.
For its
and
its
utterances
neither
the
at
obligations
Fraternity
large
nor

chapter is responsible. It seeks
the Society, of the chapters, and of

any

ests of

Doubt

ing

of

seems

to have arisen

Conventions.

our

and its first reunion
took

�

as

to advance the inter

the members.

concerning

the proper number

The Society was formed late in 1833,
real a Convention as ever was held

�

in July, 1834, 3-t Schenectady.
Every year this
occurred, and the Sixth Convention, composed of the

place

reunion

chapters then existing, assembled at Union College, Wednes
day, July 24, 1839. The Seventh met at Yale, June 25, 1840.

two

There

Almost
Convention in New York City in 1841.
there
was a
has
been
lost
full
record
the
^though

was

certainly

a

�

�

Convention in 1842; and every year since then representatives of
the chapters have met together.
Rightly therefore was the Con
vention of 1883 called the Fiftieth. That other societies which
never

had conventions until

the habit of

giving

of foundation

long

to their annual

�

whose ancient

after

fictitious numbers

gatherings

were

they

were

founded,

beginning

�

assemblies, is

no

are

in

with the year

reason

realities should vary

why

our

we

count.

To ascertain the number of the Convention for any particular
of the year when the
year subtract from that year the number

Fraternity
not be the

was

instituted� 1833.

Sixty-third but

the

The Convention for 1895 will

Sixty-second Convention.

objection recently urged against the admission of certain
Six or seven
petitioners was that there were too few of them.
more than
if
and
a
constitute
chapter,
men, it was said, cannot
as
a
so
Fraternity
that number cannot be secured for
prominent
Theta was organized by
ours the college must be a poor affair.
and
Lambda
by eight. Besides, the
Delta
seven men.
by six,
An
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applicants is not made for Psi Upsilon directly, but
body that wishes to be admitted to Psi Upsilon; which
is different indeed.
Many a student would accept an election to
our Fraternity who would not become a
petitioner for a charter.
selection of
for

a

local

The admission of

chapters has become so fruitful a cause
of expense and disappointment, that it might be well, after admit
ting one or two colleges needed to strengthen our geographical
position, to close the doors for all time by organic law and
new

formal announcement ; or else to turn the whole matter over to
a carefully selected Board of Graduates before which facts and

arguments could conveniently be presented, and in the judgment
of which the

chapters

would have confidence.

enlarged so as to admit
representative thereon? A body

Should not the Executive Council be
of each
so

chapter's having

one

constituted could select

a

committee of three to attend to

routine matters.

Delegates should not be trammelled by instructions. If the
representatives of the chapters are not free to apply their judg
ment to the facts and arguments presented, they are mere
machines and

a

members

at

Convention is

worse

than useless.

Sometimes

great expense of labor and money, collected facts
that could not possibly be known to the chapters, and then have

have,

been rewarded
we are

by

the cold response, "It makes no difference;
'
This is highly
against the proposition.

instructed to vote

'

unsatisfactory.
FRATERNITY NEWS.
At the Convention held with the

Kappa Chapter in 1894 a
Fraternity coat-of-arms, a Fraternity flag, and a seal for the
Executive Council, were formally adopted, and the recommenda
tion was made to the chapters that each choose for itself a coatof-arms combining the major emblems of the Fraternity and the
peculiar symbol of the chapter, according to the designs proposed
by the Committee on Heraldry. This recommendation has been

FRATERNITY NEWS.

followed
are now

2&

by all but one of the chapters, and our heraldic insignia
satisfactorily settled. It is matter of congratulation that

the work of the committee has been attended with

and has been received with
there

was

room

approval

for difference of

in

so

opinion.

many

so

little friction

respects where

A future number of

The Review will present illustrations of the
a full explanation of the system.

new

designs,

with

The alumni reunions for 1894-95 have been very successful.
Full reports of
this magazine.

gatherings may hereafter appear in
nothing but the briefest mention can
made
of
the
be
very enjoyable dinner at Rochester, Nov. 20, 1894;:
of the reception given by the New York Club for our Founder,
the Rev. Samuel Goodale, D. D., Nov. 24, 1894: of the large
reunion at Washington, Dec. 31, 1894; of the monthly dinners of
the Detroit alumni, Jan. 26, Feb. 24, and April 20, 1895; of the
dinner of the Philadelphia Association, Feb. 20, 1895; and of the
reunion of the graduates residing in Boston, and the organization
of a permanent Club by the latter, March i, 1895.
some

of these

At this time

1895 "^^^^ ^^e held with the Psi Chapter
Wed
at Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y., May 8, 9, and 10.
be
an informal reception, a
there
will
nesday evening, May 8th,
smoking concert, at the Chapter House of the Psi. Thursday
Thursday evening a re
will be given up to business meetings.
the
ception and ball for the visiting delegates will be given by
there will
Chapter at the Butterfield, in Utica. Friday afternoon
Our Convention for

public exercises in the Stone Church at CHnton, Senator Joseph
Friday evening the banquet
R. Hawley (Psi '47) presiding.
The Hon. Albion W. Tourg6e
will be held at the Butterfield.

be

(Upsilon '62)

will act

as

toastmaster.

The Omega Club of the University of Chicago, now composed
this
of nine members, may not renew its petition to the Fraternity
alumni
Personal differences are said to have arisen between
year.

In
new organization.
Omega Chapter in regard to the
Psi
which
the meantime other societies are foreclosing ground

of the old

Upsilon

to
may have hard work

regain.
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OUR CHAPTERS.'

Theta
ated

�

College. Eight Freshmen have been initi
present college year by the Parent Chapter,
its rolls 449 names representing 63 successive

Union

the

during

which has upon
classes.
The influx of

societies has not lessened Theta's

new

prosperity.
Dei-Ta

�

of

ning
a

May

University
1894,

22,

reunion in the old

of the

City of

New York.

the N. Y. U. members of Psi

University Building.

On the

eve

held

Upsilon

These exercises

were

the last of any kind in the historic ediflce which has sheltered the
University so many years. Prof I. F. Russell (Delta '75) acted
as

toastmaster, good speeches
and

lent,

were

made,

himself.

the dinner

was

excel

Delta's annual initiation

everybody enjoyed
place Tuesday evening, Nov. 27, 1894, in the newly rented
Chapter House. There were five initiates, among them a son of

took

Chancellor MacCracken of the N. Y. U.
for

a

the

Chapter

fine

building

Beta

close to the

�

Yale

Plans have been made

to be erected upon the valuable lot owned

by

college grounds.

College.

Thirty

members of the class of

'97

will be initiated into the Beta in May.
An extensive reconstruc
tion of the Chapter House, involving the addition of a new story
and other

important changes,

Gamma

is

soon to

be made.

Amherst

College. Thirty-eight men compose
undergraduate membership of the Gamma this year. There
seven

�

�

present

Columbia

year the

of the Psi

Upsilon

Chapter
AU the

will

College.

Lambda will

to its new site far

I

are

Freshmen.

Lambda

the

the

Club.

It is understood that after the

not have its

rooms

in the

building
College

When the removal of Columbia

up-town shall have been effected the abode of

naturally follow.

chapters will

not

necessarily

be mentioned under this head in each issue.

OUR CHAPTERS.

Upsii^on
of the
1888
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University of Rochester. The total membership
Upsilon has been increased to 272 since the catalogue of
appeared. A strong delegation of nine men has been
�

admitted from

Chapter

the class of '98.
An historical sketch of the
will be found in the next number of the Review.

Iota� Kenyon

those

excluding
arranged under

Nineteen initiates have been added

College.

to the lota's list since

who

Jan.

i,

have

39 classes.

The total

1888.

entered

other

membership
chapters is 137,

�

�

Two Freshmen have been admitted

this year.
Phi

�

University of Michigan.

The close of the thirtieth.

.

year of Psi
on

Upsilon's existence in this University was celebrated
the evening of October 26, 1894.
After the initiation cere

monies, in the

of which twelve

men were made members,
eighty-nine alumni and undergraduates sat down to dinner. Prof.
Martin L. D'Ooge(Phi'62) was toastmaster, and the speakers were
James B. Angell (Sigma '49), President of the University; Prof
Edward L. Walter (Phi '68); William T. Underwood (Phi '72)
and Sidney C. Eastman (Phi '73), of Chicago; Albert P. Jacobs
(Phi '73), William Aikman, Jr. (Delta '72), and the Rev. R. W.
Clark, D. D. (Delta '65), of Detroit; Prof George W. Knight
(Phi '78), of the Ohio State University; Harry E. Bodman (Phi
'96), and Henry T. Heald (Phi '98).
course

Chapter is comfortably
a
permanent Lodge
Irving
the
lot
worth nearly $10,000 facing
Campus. Six
upon its fine
for
next
year's delegation.
good men have already been pledged
Pi

Syracuse University.

�

street, but will

housed in

This

soon

build

�

�

Mu�University of Minnesota.

from

'98 has been received into the

A

delegation
Chapter.

of four

men
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THE ALUMNI.
Charles Kendall Adams, LL. D. (Phi '6i), whose connec
tion with the Fraternity dates from the earliest existence of the
who was for years the official head of the

Michigan Chapter,
incorporation of the Phi,

and who

presided

over

the

public

exercises of the Conventions of 1880, 1887, and 1889, was form
President of the University of Wisconsin, January

ally inaugurated

Under his guidance Wisconsin is gaining rapidly, as
17, 1893.
Cornell gained.
Among his recent literary labors is the editing
of the revision of

Johnson's Encyclopedia.

The Hon. Charles H. Aldrich

general
Chicago

He delivered

tion.

(Phi '75), formerly solicitor

of the United States, resumed the practice of law in
soon after the close of President Harrison's administra
an

address at the annual

Michigan (Repubhcan) Club

in

Detroit,

meeting

of the

Feb. 22, 1895.

George F. Allison (Theta '84), of New York City, has in
Foote, Jr. (Theta '85), established an
annual prize of $100 for a debate between the literary societies of

connection with Wallace T.

Union

College.

The Rev. Maltbie D. Babcock (Pi '79), pastor of the Brown
Presbyterian church of Baltimore, recently declined a

Memorial

call to the

pulpit

of the New York Avenue

Presbyterian church,

the wealthiest and most fashionable protestant church in Wash
ington. This is the second very flattering call Brother Babcock
has received
tendered
New

within

Russel

a

year,

another

by
Sage
York city with which

been

personally

he is connected.

The Hon. William E. Barrett
the Boston

Daily Advertiser,

in

from Massachusetts.

Congress

having

in behalf of the well known church in

is

(Zeta '80),

one

of the

editor-in-chief of

new

representatives
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Charles W. Chase

(Alpha '72), formerly business manager
Forum, is now director of the University Press of the Uni
versity of Chicago. The Press constitutes one of the five divi
sions of the University, and is
organized under three departments
the Department of
Printing, the Department of Publication, and
the Department of Books and
Apparatus.
of The

The Hon. Cornelius Cole
(Xi '47) who was United States
Senator from California, 1867-73, has for more than twelve
years
been

engaged

in the

of Cole and

name

practice

Cole)

at

of law

(with

his son, under the firm

Los Angeles, Cal.

The Hon. Alfred
ments

were

assurances

very

early

in the

Gushing (Pi '90), whose postal improve
adopted by the Harrison administration, has received

from the present administration that
arrangements will
be made for the introduction of the ingenious inventions

cities.

principal

Henry Ferguson (Beta Beta '68), Northam Professor of
History and Political Science in Trinity College, is the author of
"Four Periods in the Life of the
lished

by James

Church,"

Pott & Co. of New York.

a

book

The

recently pub
subjects which

Profi

Ferguson has treated are: "The Church of the First Three
The Church of the Christian Empire,
The Church
Centuries,
of Western Europe," and "The Reformation in Western Europe."
"

"

"

Wallace T.

"

Foote, Jr., (Theta '85), of Port Henry, N. Y.,
Congress from the twenty-third
York, on the Republican ticket, by a majority of

elected last November to

was

district of New
more

than 10,000.

Alfred E. Giles

(Sigma '44),

who

was

salutatorian of his class

Brown, and a charter member of the Sigma, is a retired lawyer
living at Hyde Park, Mass. He has recently printed a vigorous
at

remonstrance,

Legislature of Massachusetts,
College Diplomated M. D.s a Monopoly

addressed to the

against "Legalizing

to

in the Use of 'M. D.' and Title of 'Doctor."
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The venerable Galusha A. Grow (Gamma '42), one of the
our Chapter at Amherst, and the first member of a

founders of

Greek-letter society to be chosen

speaker

of the National House

majority re-elected to
that body last November as a representative at large from the
State of Pennsylvania. A portrait and sketch of him are to be
found in Munsey's Magazine for March, 1895.
of

Representatives,

was

by

enormous

an

The Rt. Rev. David Buel Knickerbacker, D. D.

'53),

third

Bishop

of the Diocese of

at 5 p. m., December 31,

Indiana,

died at

(Beta

Beta

Indianapolis

1894, of pneumonia.

(Theta '87), Buffalo, N. Y., was last
Republican to a seat in the National house
He had a comfortable majority though his

Rowland F. B. Mahany
November elected
of

as a

Representatives.

district is

normally Democratic.

The Hon. Lawrence Maxwell, Jr. (Phi '74), of Cincinnati, has
resigned from the office of solicitor general of the United States to
which he was

appointed early in

the second term of Mr. Cleveland's

presidency.
Norman C. Perkins

(Beta '57),

for fourteen years

a

resident

Detroit, and since 1889 the assistant librarian in the great public
library of that city, died at Grace Hospital, Detroit, March 20,
1895. Brother Perkins was a man of unusually amiable traits, and
was greatly beloved by all who knew him.
His happy remarks at
the dinner of the Detroit alumni of Psi Upsilon in 1893 are well
of

remembered.
Wilfred W. Porter,
of

Jr. (Pi '86),

has been

appointed

cashier

Syracuse University.
Franklin Prescott

(Zeta '56) died at Epping, N. H.,
Epping, Feb. 26, 1833, received
his early training at Pembroke Academy and at Phillips-Exeter
Academy, and was graduated at Dartmouth College in 1856. In
Benjamin

Feb. 21, 1895.

He

was

born at
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admitted to the bar.
Four years later he became
connected with The Independent Democrat, a Concord
and

1859

was

paper,

was

in

charge

of it until 1866.

He

active in

Republican pol
itics from the beginning of the party, and served as
Secretary of
the Republican State Committee.
In 1865 tie was made a special
agent of the United States Treasury. Elected Secretary of State
of New Hampshire in 1873, he served in that
capacity, with the
exception of one year, until 1877, when he was elected Governor.
He was re-elected in 1878.
He had been a trustee of Dartmouth
was

College, President of the Bennington Battle Monument Associa
tion, and Railroad Commissioner of New Hampshire. He was
also a fellow of the Royal Historical Society of Great Britain.

Dr. Edwin S. Sherrill

(Phi '80)

Board of Directors of the Detroit

Goldwin Smith
and

"Oxford
announced

her

William G.

Detroit,

new

a

22,

member of the

1895.

edition of Prof

Smith's

Colleges," photographically illustrated,

is

Macmillan & Co.

by

was

elected

Club, Jan.

A

(Chi).

was

Thompson (Gamma '63), formerly

elected senator

of

the

State of

mayor

Michigan

of

last

November.

Albion W.
and

other

magazine
which

was

'

Tourgee (Upsilon 62)

novels, is the editor of

author of "A Fool' s Errand
The

Basis,

a

new

good citizenship, the first
Buffalo, N. Y., March 21, 1895.

in the interests of
issued in

Of the Rev. William J.

Tucker,

D. D.

(Zeta '61),

' '

weekly

number of

now

Presi

College, the Dartmouth says: "Everyone
appreciates the way Pres. Tucker takes the students
into his confidence and explains college affairs from the stand
point of those who manage them. It is far better for the trustees
and faculty to use this method in making known their reasons for
dent of Dartmouth

admires and
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action

college
the

than to force

non-action,

or

correspondents,

who report

for their several papers, to fill orders by sending in
of a vivid imagination, rather than facts which they

news

product

cannot obtain at

The Hon.

headquarters.

' '

(Beta

P. Wetmore

George

governor of Rhode Island, is
Senate of the United States.

'67),

of the

one

not many years ago

new

members of the

Henry S. White (Xi '82), is associate professor of Mathematics
in the Northwestern University at Evanston, 111.
The Rev. G. Mott Williams

Michigan,
in

one

(Chi '79),

and Rector of St. Paul's

vote of

chosen

being
Bishop

lamented Brother

Archdeacon of Northern

Church, Marquette,

Bishop

came

with

of Indiana to succeed

our

Knickerbacker.

COLLEGE NOTES.'
The University

of

the

ferred its academic work to the

New York has trans
buildings recently erected for it

City

of

Washington Heights, and to that extent has become a country
college. In its law school is to be merged the Metropolis Law
School, the 160 students of the latter being received by the
former without loss of standing.
Beginning with October i, the
sixtieth anniversity of the University Law School, the lectures
will be given in the new building in Washington Square.
on

CoIvUMBIA CoLi^EGE.
removed to the

Riverside

new

Heights.

In

1897 Columbia College will be
11 6th and 120th Streets, on

site between

The

grounds

include about seventeen acres,

the extent of the present site.
The land cost
half of which has been met by gifts and bequests;

nearly nine times

$2,000,000,
and it is supposed that the rest can be paid for out of the proceeds
of the sale of the 49th Street premises.
A Library, four Faculty
and
a
Theatre
and Gymnasium, as
University Hall,
buildings,
the buildings immediately essential, have been planned on a noble
scale.
I

Not

necessarily

confined to Psi U.

colleges.

COLLEGE NOTES.
Harvard.

It has been

decided

33
Harvard's

by

Board

of

Overseers that the athletic committee may settle the question of
the continuance of foot ball; and said committee will allow the

game to be

played within college grounds. But there is to be no
only undergraduates and alumni are to be permit
publicity,
ted to witness what The Nation calls
the sacred mysteries of the
Whether Harvard can or cannot play football it certainly
play.
has good debaters, for it has vanquished both Yale and Princeton
in joint debate.
and

' '

' '

The University

of

Michigan, having secured

the labors of Prof Francis W.

to $192,000.
Largely through
Kelsey (Upsilon '80), the great

organ formerly in the Music Hall of the Columbian
has been secured for the University.
of

Chicago.

The

teaching

regarded

9; docents,

was
as

professors,
professors,

25; tutors, 10; assistants,
The number of students at the close

professors, 28; instructors,

22; assistant

15;
of 1894

Exposition

force of the Uni

versity
1893-94 numbered 162, divided thus: head
15; professional lecturers, 3; professors, 24; associate
for

readers,

one-sixth

$185,000 per annum, is making
from the Legislature now in session

yields
vigorous efforts to secure
special appropriations amounting

University

a

about

mill tax which

11.

of whom

1,000,

collegiate

or

about 400 would elsewhere be
As the University's

academic students.

halls have been open less than three years, the upper classes are
necessarily small; the Senior class includes only 22 men and ten
women.

Eleven buildings

and the financial

resources

are

already completed

The Lehigh University.

After

a

occupied,
$6,000,000.

and

of the institution amount to

quest of nearly

two years

University have found him whom they beheve
Doctor Thomas
man for the vacant

the trustees of the

presidency.
professor of chemistry at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, will be installed as president on Alumni
M. D. by the
Day of Commencement Week. He was graduated
studied at
afterwards
and
in
1862,
University of Pennsylvania
to be the

right

M. Drown,

Harvard.

now

It would

college fraternities.
fourth

presidential

seem

that he is not

With his

a

member of any of the

inaugural

administration.

will

begin Lehigh's
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In aid of the

University of Wisconsin.

of the State has made

Legislature
for a new library building,
for

mill tax

one-fifth

a

addition to the

and has

University the

appropriation of $180,000
also passed a bill providing

an

all taxable property in the State in
mill tax already existing.

on

one-eighth

OTHER SOCIETIES.
We of Psi

Upsilon

letter fraternity

find it hard to understand how
to be established in

allow

a

Greek

law schools.

chapters
through its orginal founder or
ganized a branch in the Cincinnati Law School, and Beta Theta Pi
followed suit.
Sigma Chi has maintained a chapter in the law
of
the
University of Michigan ever since 1877, confes
department
for
the
reason
th^t a foot-hold in the Academic department
sedly
could not be secured.; Kappa Sigma has recently instituted a
similar branch in Michigan.
Of Sigma Alpha Epsilon in Boston
University the magazine of that fraternity remarks: 'Our strength
is in the law-school, and will remain in the professional depart
ments until a larger attendance of young men warrants us in
entering the college of liberal arts, where we have no members at
present. Nevertheless we are in the University and in to stay."
Phi Gamma Delta's young chapter in the University of the City
of New York has been quite liberal in admitting students of law.
Very few college men know that the chapter long ago deceased
of Delta Psi at Cumberland University was largely composed of
youthful jurisconsults. Indeed in many Southern institutions
Sixty

can

years ago

Alpha

Delta Phi

'

�

�

little

distinction

seems

to

be made

academic schools and those in the
matriculates

are

between

the

students in

professional departments;

all

equally eligible.

Needless to say, Psi Upsilon usages require initiates to be col
men.
Our chapters seldom admit students of law or med

lege
icine, and almost
literary college.

never

unless

they

have been

graduated

at some

When Alpha Delta Phi returned to Yale after a vacation of
sixteen years, much was said about the enmity of that fraternity
to the class society system.
We were informed that the order had
left the college because it could not flourish otherwise than as a
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Junior club, and that it would never, no never, go back to the old
plan. The truth is, that Alpha Delta Phi in the late sixties was
forced to take in Freshmen to save itself from extinction.
Now
comes the report,
apparently well authenticated, that arrange
ments have been made whereby the Yale wearers of the
Star and
Crescent, relying upon the possession of a new chapter house,
will in 1896 become a Junior society
and will
pure and

simple,
irregular organizations the
noble mission of fighting the class societies.
The principle
involved seems to be this; if you have no
chapter-house it is wrong
to be a class society, but as soon as you
get your building you may

relinquish

to Beta

Theta Pi and other

leave out the poor Freshmen.

Some of the

chapter letters in
deliciously naive.

the

fraternities

are

Phi

Psi Shield is taken the

Kappa

brothers from

Wittenberg College:

of the younger
of the numbers of the

magazines

From

one

following,

contributed

"There is but

one

by

the

sad heart

among us now, and that is Brother Beers' , whose girl left college
last term.
We fain would sympathise with Fritz, but are met
with that look of blank

'

disgust which seems to say, j^ou can't
kid me,' and we sadly depart, abandoning him to his sorrow.
There is, however, one consolation that never fails�' it's cheaper,
We learn from another letter that the same society
yer know.'
has secured at Swarthmore College a freshman
who was much
after
the
ladies
as
as
our
well
rival
fraternities.
by
sought
young
"

' '

'

Phi

April, 1894,
or

at its convention held in New York

Kappa Psi,
so

amended its constitution

as

to forbid

withdrawals unless made with the consent of the

This

ter.

chapters
mon

in the

cannot
cares

keep

to

is

change

designed

for affiliation with other

society's
a man

stay there.

a

in

resignations
grand chap

prevent the withdrawal of

fraternities,

a

thing quite com
aptly said, you
longer than he

As has been very
church or a society any

annals.

in

to

City

'

.

k.
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